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ABSTRACT. \Vc solved the material eqllations for photorefractive gratings in semiconductor mul-
tiple quantum wells (MQW), in the steady state, inr1l1ding the effect oC an applied electrie field
parallel to the layer planes. We calclllated the dependenre oC the space rharge field on the relevant
physical parameters. Finally, wc offer sorne optimization guidelincs.

RESUMEN. Resolvimos las ecuaciones del material para enrejados fotorrefractivos en pozos
cuánticos múltiples semiconductores, en el estado estacionario, incluyendo la presencia de un campo
eléctrico aplicado paralelamente a las capas del material. Calculamos la dependencia del campo de
carga espacial en los parámetros físicos relevantes. Finalmente, hacemos algunas sugerencias para
la optimización de estos sistemas fotorrefractivos.

rACS: 42.40; 78.65

The photo refractive effect has many potential applications to photonics, 11-3]. :-[ost
work has been performed on electro optic oxides (e.9., LiNb03) and to a lesser extent on
bulk semiconductors [4]. Recently, sorne experiments were carried out on semi insulating
semiconductor multiple quantum wells (MQW) [5-11]. They seem very promising because
of their high expected (second order) electro optic roefficients and short response times
(-/1s).

In this paper the material equations are solved for the steady state (taking into account
an applied electric field parallel to the layer planes), following the approach given in
Re£. [12] for a bulk semiconductor and without recoursing to the simplifications involved
in other previous approaches [7,13]. In this way, a general expression for the space charge
field is obtained. From this, we exhibit the dependence of the space charge field on the
relevant physical parameters, i.e., applied field, grating spacing, trap density and carrier
mobilities. Finally, we suggest some general guidelines for optimization of the system.

The geometrical arrangement is taken as follows: the layer planes of the :-IQW are
perpendicular to the Z axis and the light interference pattern is

I = 10[1 + m cos(kx)) exp( -Qz), . (1)
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along the x-axis. The modulation depth is m, and k = hA, A being the fringe spacing.
Light attenuation is taken into account through the absorption coefficient o. The external
electric field is also applied along x.

Following previous worb [7,13], we simulate the structure of the MQW by a strongly
anisotropic homogeneous semiconductor with much higher parallel than perpendicular
mobilities. In this way, we neglect the perpendicular motion of the carriers. On the other
hand, the parallel transport involves both electrons and holes. In a photorefractive exper-
iment, photons with energy aboye the band gap of the wells generate electrons and holes,
whose relaxation to the discrete levels in the wells is much faster than the recombination
and transport processes. In order to simplify the analysis only one electro n and one hole
level will be cousidered. Deep trap concentrations, N+ for electrons and (N - N+) for
holes are introduced to simulate the semi insulating character of the structure.

\Ve have, then, the following material rate equations:

an. = bI _ ~n N+ + ~aj.
al ' • e ax '

anh + 1ajh7it = bI - ¡nh(N - N ) - ; Dx '

aN+
fit = ¡nh[(N - N+) - n.N+],

j. = ell.n.(E. + E¡) + knT¡,. ~:.,

jh = ellhnh(E. + ED) - knTl'h ~:'

DE e[ + _
-D =-N +%-n.-NA],x f

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

where N is the total concentration of traps, N+ the concentration of electron acceptors
at any instant, aud n. and nh are the electron and hole concentrations respectively. NA is
the initial concentration of acceptors (which we arbitrarily take as N/2). The electron and
hole currents are represented by j. and jh respectively. The applied electric field is Eao
and El the space charge field. The average dielectric constant for the MQW is f, and ¡
refers to an appropriate trapping coefficient (which we are assuming as equal for electrons
and holes); the électron-hole photogeneration is b. The temperature is T and kn is the
Boltzmann's constan!. The initial condition (1= O) for the traps is N+(O) = NA = N/2.

Under steady-state conditions,

Dn. anh aN+
al = &t = ----al = o. (8)

For the solutious of Eqs. (2), (3), (4), (5), (6) Y (7), in the stationary state [Eqs. (8)1,
can be written as:

n. = n.o + n.! exp(ikx), (9)
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nh = %0 + nh 1exp(ikx), (10)

N+ = Nt + N~ exp(ikx), (11)

je = jeO + je 1exp(ikx), (12)

jh = jhO + jh 1exp(ikx), (13)

E = Ea + El exp(ikx), (14)

where the corresponding average qllantities are given by neO, nhO, Nt, jeo, jho, and Ea,
and the factors of the exponentials may have a real and an imaginary parto In this way it
is clear that the sollltions may present arbitrary phase shifts with regard to the intensity
pattern. The space charge field, after sorne maniplllation, reslllts

where

A - iB
El = 2m e + iD'

B = Ea(EMh + EMe),

(15 )

(16)

and

D = [Ef¡ + E; + Eo(EMh + EMe) + 2Eq(EMh + EMe + Eo)]/Eq (17)

-yN
EMe = -4 k;

Jle .

E _ eN.
q - 4k,

-yN
EMh = -4 k'11h •

Eo = kBT k.
e

( 18)

Eqllation (15) is a general sollltion for the space charge field, which corresponds to the
one given by Maingllet el al. [121. It is straightforward to show that if k --+ 0, i. e., when
diffllsion is negligible, El = mEa.
If the vallle of Eq is very large compared with the other characteristic fields, one obtains

that

m [Ea(EMh + EMe) + iEo(EMh - EMe)]
El = ----------------

EMe + EMh + En '
(19)

which is the expression given in nef. [7]' when the recombination times are the same far
electrons and holes. Since the condition Eq --+ 00 is well achieved in practice when k --+ 0,
Eq. (19) is expected to be adeqllate for large grating spacings and will certainly fail far
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TABLE I. Parameters IIsed ill this work for a GaAs-Alo.3G"".7 AS MQW.

1'. = 5000 cm' IV s
Ilh = 300 cm' IV s
Average refractive index, nr = 3.5
Carrier Jife time, T = 0.2 os
1\1QWthikness L = 1.0 1,m

Electro optic coefficient s = 2.0 X \0-12 cm' IV'
Writing wavelength = 630 nm
Reading wavelength = 825 nm
Reading incidence angle = 10°
Modulation coefficient: m '" 1.0

smal! l\, where Eq may become comparable to Ea and Eo. Conseqllently, it wil! be not
either valid for high enough applied fields.

On the other hand, the space charge field in Ref. [13) was obtained after neglecting the
recombination, ¡No, versus the transport, Dk' and IlkE, terms in the mater'ial equations.
Under these conditions Eq. (15) reduces to

El = .\1 (~ + ~) + iQ (~ - ~) ,
J1h ¡le Jlh /le

(20)

\\'here

and

VEAl = 1neJ a .

(4u)F(EI + EJ)'
meNEo

Q = (4u)F(EI + Eb)

2
T=-.

¡N

Note that the corresponding equation in Ref. [131 was erroneous. Moreover, in that
reference the appearance of a perpendicular (to the MQW planes) space charge field is
predicted in the steady state, prediction which is also erroneous.

The approximation involved in Eq. (20) wil! not appropriate for k - O, i.e., for large
A. However, for smal! A the validity of this equation is assured whatever the applied field.

In summary, the simplifying approximations used in Rcfs. 171 and [13] are complemen-
tary and valid in the k - O and k - 00 ranges respectively.

In order to determine the role of the various physical parameters and compare to
experimental data, our results will be applied to an GaAs/GaAIAs MQW, as used in
Refs. [1-9]. In this section we wil! consider the space-charge fields that are directly oh-
tained from the material equation. Although the measured quantities are the diffraction
efficiencies, the space-charge field is sufficiently representative to discuss the role of the
physical parameters. The values of al! material and geometrical parameters used in the
simulation are summarized in Table I.

Figure 1 shows the dependence of the space charge field amplitude on applied electric
ficld for a grating spacing A = 2.4 /lm. A rapidly increasing El with applicd field up lO

a saturation value fol!owed by a slower decrease is predicted. This behaviour is in good
agreement with experiment (the decreasing part of the curve has not been experimental!y
observed, although physical!y it is expected). The dependence derived from the approx-
imate approach of Ref. [71 has been also included in the figure. The expression given in
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FIGURE l. Dependence of the space charge field amplitude on the applied field with experimental
parameters as given in Table I (with A = 2.4 11m. N = 1017 cm-'). Present work and Reí. [131:
are coincident and given by -; Ref [71:- -.

Re£. [13] coincides with our present work. On the other hand, the calculations developed in
Re£. [7] predict a linear dependence of El with Ea, which is not supported by experimento
The dependence of the space-charge field amplitude on the grating spa~ing is plotted

in Fig. 2 for an applied field of 5 kV /cm. The amplitude increases with A and reaches a
steady value at A ~ 20 /Lm. This behaviour is in accordance with experiment [7) and is
also well accounted by the approach used in the same reference. On the other hand, the
express ion derived in Ref. [13] yields a dependence that coincides with the present model
only for A ::; 3 /Lm.
Figure 3 shows the dependence of the space-charge field amplitude on the trap concen-

tration. The amplitude increases with concentration from 1016 cm-3 and reaches satura-
tion for 1019 cm-3. Unfortunately, no experimental data are available.
The influence of the hole mobility on the space charge field derived from Eq. (15) is

illustrated in Fig. 4. In this figure physical parameters are as given in Table 1 and the
electro n mobility is kept fixed at a value of /Le = 5000 cmZ /V s; A = 2.4 ¡lm, Ea =
5 KV /cm. The maximum possible value for the space charge field corresponds to /Lh - O
and is

El = 2m(Eo - iEa)
Ea+i(Eo+2Eq'

It becomes, then, independent of the electron mobility. The same behaviour represented
by Fig. 4 is obtained by keeping ¡'h constant and changing ¡le.

Finally, one may ask about the parameters of the materia! that optimize the space-
charge field in an MQ\V. It can be seen, form Figs. 2 and 3 that we can obtain the trap
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FIGURE 2. Dependence oC the space charge field amplitude on the grating spacing (with E. =
5.0 KV Icm, N = 1017 cm-3). Present work: -; Reí. [13J: - - - ; ReC. [7J: - - -. Experimental
parameters are as given in Table I.
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FIGURE 3. Dependence oC the amplitude oC the space charge field on trap concentration (E. =
5.0 KV Icm, 11 = 2.4 /lm). Experimental parameters as in Table I.

concentration (N ~ 5 x 1019 cm-3) and grating spacings (A ~ 12 /lm) that maximize
the amplitude. However, one may also play with the carrier mobilities to enhance the
photorefractive response, as illustrated in Fig. 4. It is clear that El increases rapidly on
decreasing /lh and /le and reaches the maximum value El = mE. for either /lh = O or
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FIGUHE 4. ¡nfiuence oí hole mobility on the amplitude oí the space charge field (E. = 5.0 KV Icm,
N = lO" cm-3, A = 2.4 ¡Hn). Experimental parameters as in Table I.

I'e = O. This favors low mobility materials, and this may imply a longer response time.
However, we could have the sitllation where one of the carriers has zero mobility and the
other one has a high mobility, in this case, the response time wOllld not be very high and
still we wOllld have the maximllm vallle for E1.
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